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Abstract

This paper reports an experiment carried out
to investigate the relevance of several syntac-
tic, stylistic and pragmatic features on the task
of distinguishing between mainstream and par-
tisan news articles. The results of the eval-
uation of different feature sets and the extent
to which various feature categories could af-
fect the performance metrics are discussed and
compared. Among different combinations of
features and classifiers, Random Forest classi-
fier using vector representations of the head-
line and the text of the report, with the inclu-
sion of 8 readability scores and few stylistic
features yielded best result, ranking our team
at the 9th place at the SemEval 2019 Hyper-
partisan News Detection challenge.

1 Introduction

Current influential technological megatrends, such
as, smart phones and social networking often
come with some unwanted side effects - prolific
spread of false, biased and misleading informa-
tion, for instance. In the past few years, the po-
tential threats and consequences of disseminating
fake news has reinforced the discussion on the re-
sponsibility of social media and governments to
tackle the issue, sooner rather than later. Enabling
users to report on and be informed of untruth-
ful, deceitful and fraudulent content and sources
is expected to become a type of guiding principle
for those involved in publishing and disseminating
content online.

There is a blurred line between deceptive writ-
ing and hyperpartisan reporting, producing ex-
tremely biased articles in favor of one political
party, cause or individual, while preserving the
format and appearance of professional articles.
Adherence to the ethics and rules of objective re-
porting is frequently debatable when it comes to
political analysis in media articles. While certain

truthful facts are present, they are carefully en-
tangled in a narrative package with biased views,
populistic messages and divisive topics, using lan-
guage that polarizes and flares emotions. Rather
than labeling and grading news articles on the truth
continuum, researchers usually opt for identifica-
tion of the phenomenological and contextual fea-
tures of distinguishing hyperpartisanship in online
news articles.

People use diverse set of cues extrapolated
from published text and external knowledge and
sources, when verifying the veracity of informa-
tion imparted by others. A large body of evidence
documents the impact of deception has on lan-
guage choices people make. A notable body of
work exists revealing insights into the language of
deceit in interrogation context (Porter and Yuille,
1996), court hearings (Coulthard et al., 2016), or
personal relationships (Miller et al., 1986). Em-
pirical studies still remain the primary manner in
which manifestation of deceptive human behavior
online is studied. Analysis of political language
(Rashkin et al., 2017), partisan media (Gervais,
2014), and news publishing (Rubin et al., 2015)
were also guided broadly by the questions pertain-
ing to detecting deception in written language.

In what follows, we highlight the primary find-
ings of our empirical research in identifying tan-
gible verbal indicators as they relate to our cen-
tral commitment of detecting deception in text.
In this paper we examine the impact of grammar
and psycho-linguistic word categories, syntactic
word connotations and text complexity metrics on
the task of distinguishing hyperpartisanship in real
news articles.

2 Related Work

Given how prolific fake content has become, the
phenomenon has challenged the interdisciplinary
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research community and has been the focus of no-
table research studies, especially in the field of
natural language processing (NLP) and social net-
work analysis.

While it is beyond the scope of this paper to ex-
haust a review on the topic, of particular relevance
to the authors of this paper are the works in mon-
itoring and detecting what is considered untruth-
ful and deceitful content. The differences in the
type of conveyed text and the underlying context
are likely to afford contrasting models of decep-
tion i.e., combination of linguistic features and se-
lection of classification algorithm they rely upon.

It is interesting to note that rather simple lin-
guistic analysis could be successful on a number
of NLP tasks relating to detection of deceptive
text, such as fake news, opinions, trolling, hate
and abusive language, including hyperpartisan re-
porting. This indicates that it is not semantics,
but rather syntactic and pragmatics of the language
style of the author that give clues of the underlying
cognitive states relating to deception.

Low-level linguistic features such us word
counts and frequencies (Horne and Adali, 2017),
language modeling (Conroy et al., 2015; Potthast
et al., 2018; Pérez-Rosas et al., 2018), part-of-
speech tags (POS) (Lim et al., 2018; Conroy et al.,
2015), Probabilistic Context Free Grammar (Feng
et al., 2012), readability scores (Potthast et al.,
2018), and their combinations have proved to be
successful with varying performance and gener-
alization power, especially for testing on cross-
domain datasets. The research study most closely
related to ours, proposes a model for hyperpartisan
classification that yielded accuracy of 0.75 (Pot-
thast et al., 2018), which will be used as a baseline
accuracy against which our model will be com-
pared.

The use of deep learning architectures (Wang,
2017) have complemented the list of traditional
machine learning algorithms (ML), such as SVM
(Yang et al., 2017; Lim et al., 2018), logis-
tic regression, discriminant analysis, decision
trees (Potthast et al., 2018) and neural networks
(Vuković et al., 2009), used in the field of decep-
tive detection. An unavoidable discussion on the
trade-offs between generality and specificity of the
models has never ceased to flavor the interpreta-
tion of results and point out directions for future
improvements.

3 Dataset

Two datasets of news articles were available for
the SemEval 2019 Task 4: ”Hyperpartisan news
detection” (Kiesel et al., 2019), one labeled ”by-
article” by professional journalists, and the other
labeled ”by-publisher”.

Our empirical study was focused on the former
one, whose training dataset consists of 645 arti-
cles. The testing dataset, which is not publicly
released, are made available via TIRA (Potthast
et al., 2019), and it contains 628 by-article articles.
It is balanced and consists of articles from previ-
ously unseen publishers in the training sets. For
evaluation purposes, we randomly choose 80% of
the by-article data for training, and the remaining
20% for validation.

4 Our Methodology

In this paper, we further enhance the feature set
explored by related research, and explore few fea-
tures that appeared to be promising to capture syn-
tactic and pragmatic aspect of hyperpartisan re-
porting.

Word vector representations: Though previ-
ous research studies on this topic use language
modelling i.e., frequencies of n-grams in an arti-
cle to unmask the style of hyperpartisan reporting,
our view is that it is distributed word vector repre-
sentations might augment the model in capturing
the style of deceptive and biased political report-
ing.

Word2Vec has been emphasized as providing
better performance, generalizability and transfer
of knowledge on a number of related NLP prob-
lems. In consequence, word2vec, pre-trained on
part of the Google News dataset consisting of cca
100 billion words (Mikolov et al., 2013) was uti-
lized in our model.

Indication of hyperpartisan language and style
could be found in various parts of a journal article -
article headline and individual sentences could be
indicative of biased and partisan language. Trans-
mission of context, set by a sentence that is en-
tailed in the consecutive sentences in a document,
is the core idea underlying the proposed word vec-
tor representations on two different levels, one on
a sentence level and another on a document/article
level. Consequently, three word embeddings rep-
resenting the headline, the sentences and the entire
document text were concatenated creating the final
word2vec vector.
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For the word and sentence tokenization we use
the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK)1.

Readability scores: Readability scores mea-
sure the ease of comprehension of a particular
style of writing based on metrics such as, word
and sentence length and various weighting fac-
tors and ratios, making them closely related to the
quantitative aspect of text complexity. In accor-
dance with successful practices reported in pre-
vious research in text deception detection (Pérez-
Rosas et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2017), we use
eight such scores2, namely Flesch Reading Ease
(Flesch, 1948), Flesch Kincaid Grade Level (Kin-
caid et al., 1975), Coleman Liau Index (Coleman
and Liau, 1975), Gunning Fog Index (Gunning,
1952), SMOG Index (Harry and Laughlin, 1969),
ARI Index (Senter and Smith, 1967), LIX Index
(Björnsson, 1968) and Dale-Chall Score (Chall
and Dale, 1995).

General stylistic measures: We also employ
elementary measures - number of characters, to-
tal words, different words, sentences, syllables,
polysyllable words, difficult words (as defined by
(Dale and Chall, 1948)), and words longer than 4,
6, 10 and 13 characters.

Psycho-linguistic features: Motivated by pre-
vious studies in the field of deceptive text analy-
sis, including fake news examination (Cunha et al.,
2018), exploring fraudulent hotel reviews (Fast
et al., 2016), characterizing and detecting hateful
Twitter users (Ribeiro et al., 2018), we explore the
effect of all 194 types of features from the Empath
(Fast et al., 2016) lexicon on the task of hyperpar-
tisan news detection.

Part-of-speech tagging: The frequencies of
part-of-speech (POS) categories of the words in
text, in particular frequencies of nouns, proper
singular nouns, personal and possesive pronouns,
wh-pronouns, determiners, wh-determiners, cardi-
nal digits, particles, interjections, adjectives, verbs
in base form, past tense, gerund, past participle,
3rd and non-3rd person singular present, were
added to our model.

Augmented stylistic feature set: Instead of
eliminating stop-words, we take the number of
their occurrences as a feature. We use the corpus
made available by NLTK. Frequencies of interrog-
ative (how, when, what, why) and all-caps words,
negations (not, never, no) and punctuation marks

1https://www.nltk.org/ Last accessed: 23 February 2019.
2https://pypi.org/project/ReadabilityCalculator. Last Ac-

cessed: 20 February 2019

are as stylistic features. The stylistic features were
normalized by article length.

Bag-of-words of hyperlinks: The links in each
article are abbreviated to their base URL form, us-
ing Python’s Urllib3, and further transformed into
a bag-of-words (BoW) representation. Both inter-
nal (anchor links) and external links in respect to
the articles, are taken into account for the BoW
representation.

5 Results and Discussion

The relationship between various predictive mod-
els and evaluation metrics has always been a topic
of interest in machine learning and NLP, and this
section describes the performance of the feature
sets we have experimented with. It is important to
note that since the features we test can take values
from different ranges, we perform min-max nor-
malization on all of them to bring them in the [0, 1]
interval.

We have experimented with various classifiers,
such as Logistic Regression, Multilayer Percep-
tron and Extra Trees, although the most success-
ful one was Random Forest (RF) classifier with
100 trees, which is in line with the findings of the
baseline model (Potthast et al., 2018). We use the
Python implementation of the classifiers from the
Scikit-learn library. 4

While aiming for achieving high accuracy,
avoiding overfitting was also an objective to en-
sure the model is robust enough to handle pre-
viously unseen data. The evaluation results ob-
tained by the models on by-article validation and
test datasets are presented in Table 1. A short de-
scription of the evaluated models follows:

• Model 1 - A model that incorporates three
concatenated word representation vectors,
eight readability scores and the general stylis-
tic features

• Model 2 - The set of features of Model 1 aug-
mented with psycho-linguistic features

• Model 3 - Frequencies of the POS tags and
additional stylistic features were added to the
set of features included in Model 2

• Model 4 - An extension of Model 1 feature
set that included hyperlink features

3https://docs.python.org/3/library/urllib.html Last Ac-
cessed: 23 February 2019.

4https://scikit-learn.org/ Last accessed: 23 February 2019.
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Models By-article test dataset By-article validation dataset
accuracy precision recall F1 score accuracy precision recall F1 score

1 0.775 0.865 0.653 0.744 0.837 0.857 0.652 0.741
2 0.769 0.860 0.643 0.736 0.798 0.833 0.543 0.658
3 0.760 0.844 0.637 0.726 0.814 0.844 0.587 0.692
4 0.763 0.851 0.637 0.729 0.837 0.903 0.609 0.727
5 0.710 0.784 0.580 0.667 0.806 0.784 0.630 0.699

Table 1: Performance comparison of models trained on the by-article dataset.

• Model 5 - Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) was used to reduce dimensionality of
Model 3 to 50 features

The model i.e., feature set that exhibits the
best performance is Model 1, that outperforms the
other models on the validation as well as on the by-
article test dataset, but also outperforms the base-
line accuracy results presented in (Potthast et al.,
2018) by 2.5%.

The attempts to improve the performance on the
same dataset by augmenting the set of features
with new ones were dissatisfactory and did not
lead to any performance advantage. Augmenting
the feature set with psycho-linguistic features or
POS tags in Model 2 and Model 3 respectively,
failed to gain any performance advantage com-
pared to Model 1 Model 4 yielded the worst re-
sults. Reducing the dimensionality of the feature
space of Model 3 to a 50-dimensional one by us-
ing PCA in Model 5, led to even greater degra-
dation of performance metrics. When testing the
predicting power of the hyperlink features inde-
pendently from all other features, the results were
significantly better than chance.

The weakness of the models can be explained
by the difficulty in defining general heuristics
with which to detect biased and deceptive reports.
Much of this research represents an effort to un-
derstand the clues which give insight into the un-
derlying conditions pertaining to such reporting in
news articles. Close inspection of data and com-
parative analysis with the models participating on
the same SemEval task could better support the in-
terpretation of our results. In addition, not having
information on the cases that were misclassified
by our models, makes it difficult to speculate and
offer solutions for proper treatment and improve-
ment of the limitations of our model.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we report on an experiment that ex-
amines the predictive effect of the different fea-
ture sets on automatic detection of hyperpartisan
articles. Results implicate that the features exam-
ined in this research, to varying degree, capture
the syntactic and pragmatic aspects of hyperparti-
san style, and generalize well to a set of previously
unseen articles by unseen publishers. The find-
ings provide evidence of strong modeling capa-
bility of word vector embeddings combined with
text complexity metrics of the reports and psycho-
linguistic features, demonstrating that the model
accuracy rivals the performance of other teams
participating in the SemEval 2019 hyperpartisan
challenge, positioning our team at the 9th place on
the task’s leaderboard.
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